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■ Above: Graham McLaren and

Neil Murray: It is clear the ex-chief
executives of the Abbey Theatre
received termination settlements,
even though their fixed five-year
terms had run their course.
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What happened at the Abbey Theatre?
The Arts Council has commissioned an independent audit of finance and governance at the
national theatre, prompted by concerns about payments made to its two former directors
Deirdre Falvey

V

ery soon, the Arts Council should
receive a report from independent
auditors Mazars on finance and
governance at the Abbey Theatre,
arising from payments to its former co-directors, Graham McLaren and Neil
Murray.
It’s no secret the council is seeking to
establish whether public money was used
for financial settlements by the Abbey, the
largest recipient of Arts Council funding
(¤7.5 million for 2022). Responding to a
query from The Irish Times on the
purpose of the review, Arts Council
director Maureen Kennelly stated public
money invested by the Arts Council was to
be “used in pursuit of the creation of work
and the development of the arts”.
News emerged before Christmas that
the Abbey’s handling of the departures of
McLaren and Murray, and its
management of another matter relating to
McLaren only, had led to a number of
settlements, totalling about ¤700,000
including legal fees.
Neither the Abbey nor the Arts Council
has confirmed or denied this figure, but it
is clear the ex-chief executives received
termination settlements, even though
their fixed five-year terms had run their
course. The 2020 Abbey accounts filed
late last year show ¤165,256 as “termination amounts payable” for McLaren and
Murray, plus ¤11,000 “legal costs for
concluding the termination agreements”,
after “the board approved restructuring of
the leadership positions”, which “resulted
in the existing roles filled by the joint CEOs
being abolished and the creation of two
distinct leadership roles”. In addition to
termination payments, salaries for the
pair in 2021 totalled ¤206,432, plus
pension payments of ¤16,514.
The Irish Times has seen Arts Council
documentation under Freedom of
Information legislation, covering board,
HR and financial matters at the Abbey
between June 2020 and November 2021.
Much detail is redacted, but there are
flurries of frequent correspondence over
the period between senior figures in the
council and the Abbey, including

Kennelly, Arts Council chair Kevin Rafter
and Abbey chair Frances Ruane.
A year before the end of Murray and
McLaren’s term, on July 29th 2020,
Ruane wrote to Rafter about the Abbey’s
future leadership, saying the board
planned to advertise for an artistic
director and executive director (chief
executive), both reporting to the board.
This represented a slight structural
change, formally separating artistic and
executive leaders rather than having joint
co-directors.
Ruane referred to a “very helpful
conversation we had in June it has already
informed and assisted our process”. She
said staff would be informed at 5pm that
day, and “we do not plan to make a public
announcement until the advertisements
are posted”. The day this letter was sent,
the Abbey responded to an Irish Times inquiry, followed by publication that morning of the fact the co-directors’ contract
was not being renewed.
Correspondence about a new
memorandum and articles of association
for the Abbey reflected ongoing council
concern about the Abbey’s governance
structures, as well as the new leadership
structure. On September 10th, 2020,
council chair Rafter wrote to Ruane for
“further clarification regarding the Abbey
board’s approach to the appointment of
the new leadership team”, citing specific
concerns about individual role profiles
and their reporting relationship to the
board, seeking “specific clarity on the role
of the artistic director in the proposed
structure”. This mirrored unease among
theatre practitioners about the apparent
subordination of the artistic director role
to the executive director.
The director jobs were advertised with a
closing date of November 9th, 2020.
It’s unknown whether the outgoing
co-directors applied or were interviewed
for the slightly restructured jobs.
The quarterly Working Group AbbeyArts Council meeting on February 19th,
2021, appears to have been controversial.
Among attendees were Murray (but not
McLaren) and Abbey finance director Gus
McNamara, and the council’s director and
deputy director. In the seemingly standard
agenda, one item is redacted, under “Financial Update”.
On March 2nd, Murray looked for draft

minutes. On April 27th, the council sent
these and, on May 11th, the Abbey
requested changes to the minutes, “on
behalf of the Executive and chair”. Those
lengthy minutes are fully redacted. Four
days later, on February 23rd, the Abbey
announced its new directors, Caitriona
McLaughlin and Mark O’Brien,would be
joining in May and taking over in July
2021.
On February 25th, Rafter emailed
Murray and McLaren, in appreciation of
their “collaborative and constructive”
approach and to “wish you both well with
your future endeavours”.
Blizzardofcommunication
Just as the Abbey prepared to reopen to
live audiences on June 25th, a tornado
appears to have hit, as witnessed by a
blizzard of communication at the top
levels of the Abbey and the Arts Council,
continuing through summer 2021 and into
autumn. It started on June 4th with an
email from Rafter to his Abbey counterpart Ruane, followed by a video meeting
and three consecutive letters from
Kennelly to Ruane.
The regular quarterly Working Group
meeting scheduled for June 18th, with the
Abbey’s outgoing and incoming directors
and finance director attending, was
abruptly cancelled by the council the
evening beforehand, without giving a
reason. When asked whether there have
been any quarterly Working Group
meetings since February 2021, the council
declined to comment.
Just before that cancelled June 2021
meeting, The Irish Times understands, the
Arts Council learned – from a third party
rather than directly from the Abbey –
about a number of financial settlements
paid to Murray and McLaren, and sought
information about them.
The series of letters between Kennelly
and Ruane continued, under the subject
“Engagement with the Abbey Theatre”,
sometimes marked “private and
confidential” or “common interest
privilege”: an unprecedented 36 top-level
communications between June 4th and
November (when FoIs end).
On August 23rd, Kennelly was “expecting a response from you last week and have
yet to receive one. I am very concerned
that a significant period of time has passed

since we first raised these issues. Can you
please indicate when I may expect a
comprehensive response?” Ruane replied
the following day, “in relation to the
requests in your letter of 13 July. We are
also conscious that dealing with this
matter is taking more time than we would
wish.”
On October 6th, Ruane told Kennelly
“our solicitors have advised me this
morning that they hope to have the
material required by the Arts Council later
today”, followed by further letters.
Quarterly meetings in September and
November didn’t take place, and the
council then appointed Mazars to carry
out the review on its behalf.
In parallel with this, Arts Council concern about Abbey governance continued.
Barrister Michael Wall was reappointed to
the Abbey board in July 2020, without
following proper procedures, prompting
furious Arts Council reaction when it came
to light more than a year later, in August
2021, it appears from the documentation.
The reappointment excluded the
required involvement of Arts Council
chair Rafter, though Ruane on August
30th wrote to him that “Regrettably I
cannot agree with your interpretation of
our exchanges in January 2020”.
On September 7th, the Abbey board
backed down, updating the Registrar at
the Companies Office that Wall ceased as
board member in July 2020, and acknowl-

‘‘

Two questions arise.
First, if the co-directors’
five-year term ran its
course, why were there
redundancy payments?
Second, why was the other
payment, which amounts
to a much larger share of
the overall sum, made?

Seriouslydepleted
In recent years, Abbey board membership
has at times been seriously depleted, with
several appointments overdue. In
November 2021, there were only four
board members plus chair. The following
month, four new appointments were
announced (including the valid reappointment of Wall); remaining board
appointments are expected. Chair
Frances Ruane’s term runs until this June.
The Arts Council documents also refer
to accounting delays last autumn. On
September 10th, the council wrote about
an audit of financial statements “at this
point, it is very overdue”, adding that submitting audited accounts is mandatory for
funding, and setting a deadline the following week. The Abbey replied the file was
with the Comptroller and Auditor General
and then would take two or three weeks for
final sign-off, including board meeting and
agm.
The new executive director, Mark
O’Brien, intervened, looking for advice on
how to proceed “in light of application
deadline this Thursday and the fact that
we are still awaiting our audit”.
Fast forward to November 4th, when
the council requested the Abbey’s most
recent management accounts (they sent
accounts up to September 2021, which are
redacted). The next morning the council
informed O’Brien by phone that it was
appointing Mazars, and requesting they
“provide all the necessary documentation
and assistance” to the external auditors.
O’Brien acknowledged the auditors’
appointment: “we look forward to
engaging”.
Confirming Mazars’ governance and financial review to The Irish Times, the Arts
Council said its “post award evaluations
and reporting processes are structured to
provide assurances that public funding is
used for the purposes intended. The Arts
Council may also exercise its right to
separate independent assurance with

regard to the expenditure of grant aid.”
Asked about the settlements, the Abbey
responded: “As you know, the Abbey
Theatre does not provide details on
contractual terms in relation to current or
former employees.”
Two questions arise. First, if the co-directors’ five-year term ran its course, why
were there redundancy payments?
Second, why was the other payment,
which amounts to a much larger share of
the overall sum, made?
Two sources say the figure reported
appears correct, and that the ¤700,000
includes legal fees. If this is correct, a
substantial portion remains unaccounted
for. The termination payments of
¤165,256 (plus ¤11,000 legal costs) are
reported in the 2020 accounts. The
previous year’s accounts include “legal
and professional fees” of ¤316,040 (including “charges for operational, compliance
and HR matters”); by comparison, in 2018,
legal fees were ¤90,351, some ¤225,689
less than in 2019. The Abbey’s 2021 accounts are not yet due to be filed.
In attempting to track down what
happened, why payments were made and
where they came from, the Mazars review
should be illuminating. The council
declined to say if any of the report would be
made public.
While the Arts Council can’t comment
on internal matters of individual
organisations, its additional comments
make clear its concerns, pointing out “all
funded organisations adhere to the highest standards when it comes to corporate
governance”, and that “public money
invested by the Arts Council is used in
pursuit of the creation of work and the
development of the arts for the ultimate
benefit of the public. Funded organisations must demonstrate their compliance
with this requirement.”
But if the Abbey were to argue public
money was not used for any such
settlements, it’s a moot point. The State,
via the Arts Council, is by far its largest
source of funding. And it ultimately all
goes into the same pot as box office
revenue or fundraising income.
The alleged ¤700,000 is nearly
one-tenth of the Abbey’s annual public
funding. If that money was used to pay off
former employees, it is not available to
make theatre.

floating from distraction to distraction.
(“I’d like to pee.” “Time enough. Give me
my pain killer.” “Is my dog ready”?). Not
since Ab Fab has watching an insecure
parent reliant on their child been as
comical.
If Boyle’s performance sits in a constant
haze of rich, satisfying selfishness, Robert
Sheehan’s hounded Clov drags his heel
with a moody boyishness. (“You and I,
mean something! That’s a good one,” he
sneers, expounding philosophical nihilism
and child rebellion in one breath). The
clever details of Katie Davenport’s
costuming widens the age gap between
both men, while the steep angles of Sabine
Dargent’s set – like a lost still shot from

Nosferatu – frame a household where
there are reports of civilisation outside
crumbling, of nature disappearing. This
family is stuck with each other.
The play’s wisdom comes from
Hamm’s dying parents Nell and Nagg,
who, played superbly by Gina Moxley
and Sean McGinley, allow memories
of an ecstatic lifetime together to cool
into an unsettling silence, into the
dread of final departures. There are also
regrets: a confession of not comforting a
crying baby in the night, and a parent’s
late-in-life realisation about wanting to
feel needed by a child.
No wonder Hamm babbles elaborately
and insincerely – to be heard might mean
to be loved. It’s a difficult transition from
Boyle’s fabulist approach into a more
intimate confrontation with fear and
rejection, something that Beckett’s play,
much like Isabella Bryd’s chiaroscuro
lighting, will insist on as tragedy. This
might not be the production’s forte,
but there is still a fitting conclusion
in watching Hamm, after his “final
soliloquy”, being abandoned by his
servant, who has become similarly
affected. “This is what we call making
an exit,” snaps Clov, dramatically.
Like father, like son.
RuncontinuessuntilMarch26th
CHRISMcCORMACK

edging that using a draft, rather than the
existing M&AA, for Wall’s renewal
“amounts to an inadvertent corporate governance lapse, notwithstanding that the
board considers that the draft M&AA is a
further improvement in governance standards”. The board also notified the Minister
and the Charities Regulator of the lapse.

Reviews
HAPPY DAYS ★★★
TheFactoryPerformanceSpace,Sligo
“Not a day goes by . . . hardly a day, without
some addition to one’s knowledge,
however trifling.” So declares Samuel
Beckett’s Winnie (Sandra O’Malley) in his
1961 play Happy Days, as she tries to take
account of the passage of time, “to speak
in the old style”. Immobilised by a mound
of earth, her current existence is marked
out by the bell for ringing and the bell for
sleeping. Her daily ablutions, structured
by the exercise of emptying and refilling
her handbag, mark out the time in
between. Even her utterances are
structured by the logic of repetition: her
insistence on welcoming “another happy
day!”, her repeated pleas for Willie (John
Carty) to acknowledge her. Yet with
directed attention to her circuitous
speeches over multiple productions, the
play reveals itself differently every time.
Not a performance goes by, we might say,
without some addition to one’s knowledge
about Beckett’s intentions.
In Niall Henry’s production for Blue
Raincoat Theatre Company, Happy Days
is stripped of much of its overt theatricality. O’Malley’s Winnie is performing more
for herself than for the audience, despite
her repeated insistence that “someone is
listening to me still”. Designer Jamie
Vartan buries her in a glittering tarmac

mound, which sweeps out from her waist
like a ballgown. With a loose cowl of pearls
around her neck and a feathered fedora at
a rakish angle on her head, she cuts the
figure of a bohemian suffragette. At the
start, O’Malley’s sonorous voice lends a
school-marmish quality to Winnie, but her
delivery softens as the play moves on.
In moments of stillness and silence,
heightened by Henry from the cues
of Beckett’s text, the hum of Barry
McKinney’s “blaze of hellish light” is
subtly enhanced by Joe Hunt’s sound
design, which also uses the piercing ring of
the bell to startle us out of any comfortable
illusion. Unfortunately, the interval cuts
through the sense of unease that Beckett
creates so effectively in his counterpoint
of word and image. At the end of act one,
O’Malley climbs out of her earthen tomb
and walks past the audience for the
interval break, dispelling the intense
brutality of Beckett’s vision, as well as the
atmosphere so effectively created by the
collaboration of the Blue Raincoat
creative team. O’Malley has to work
doubly hard to recapture our attention
in act two, but she does it. By the time
the closing moments descend, her
performance is turned even further
inwards, revealing the vulnerability
underneath Winnie’s bravado.
RuncontinuesuntilFebruary26th
SARAKEATING

■ John Carty

and Sandra
O’Malley in
Happy Days.
Right: Robert
Sheehan and
Frankie Boyle
in Endgame.
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ENDGAME ★★★★
GateTheatre,Dublin
It’s an understatement to say family
relationships are dysfunctional in Samuel
Beckett’s absurdist classic from 1957.
Inside an empty house on the edge of the
apocalypse we find Hamm, a paralysed
man seated in a stained armchair, who
has trapped his parents inside dustbins
(“Accursed progenitor!”). He also tries
to adopt Clov as his son – a harried young
servant who came to live with him via
mysterious circumstances. “It was I was a
father to you,” suggests Hamm, tauntingly.
In this vision of hell on earth, it’s
tempting for any production to approach

Hamm as an unlikeable tyrant. It comes
as a surprise in Danya Taymor’s fresh,
absorbing revival for the Gate Theatre
that when we first meet him, he moans
affectedly about his pain as if someone
more superficial than despotic. “Can there
be misery loftier than mine?” he says, with
self-fascination, in Frankie Boyle’s
thoughtful performance. You’d think he
had sunk into a self-induced crisis.
That lends something new to the play’s
double-act. Not only does Hamm comes
across as needy while ordering Clov from
one tedious task to the next, from making
reports of what’s happening outside the
windows, to moving his armchair around
the room. He also seems to live his life by
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‘I’ve always
wanted it all’

Deirdre O’Kane – comedian, actor, dancer, charity fundraiser, TV presenter, and ‘for 20 years the
only woman in the room’ – on why she doesn’t believe in setting limits, writes Deirdre Falvey

S

he arrives in great form, and takes
her earphones off. Both of those
facts seem key to Deirdre O’Kane,
outstanding comic, stage and
screen actor, presenter and sublime Dancer with the Stars.
The great form: she is refreshingly
glass-half-full, but sardonic rather than saccharine, however she manages it. “I’m an
optimist,” she says later. “I have dark days
but mostly don’t stay in them for long.” She
also seems grounded, doesn’t take things
for granted. “Thank God for the work,” is a
regular.
And the headphones: she’s been listening to herself, round and round, over and
over. It’s a recording – by phone in her pocket onstage – of a recent work-in-progress
gig. She records most of her stand-up
shows and listens back, parsing, analysing,
improving.
She keeps most of them, good and bad.
“Actually, I often listen to the bad ones. If I
listen to a good show and there’s massive
laughter you come to expect that; you get
yourself into a false sense of security. And
that’s never a given. Every room has a
different energy.”
And “when you ad lib with the audience,
sometimes that can be mined”. Such fierce
workovers contrast with her languid,
laidback stage persona, and her evident
comfort in her own skin. “That is the artform. To make it appear effortless takes an
awful lot of work.”
She sounds like a perfectionist. “A lazy
perfectionist.” (There’s her characteristic
humorous self-deprecation.) “I want it to
be sublime. But I’d need to be putting in
more hours!”
She has a great, warm cackle, talks quick-

ly with emphasis, and relatability. “I need
deadlines to do this.” The current deadline
is her upcoming stand-up tour, Demented.
“I just want to be on stage all the time. It’s
the only way to remain match-fit. We’re so
rusty, we’re all frustrated by the two years
[of the pandemic lockdowns].”
Her father John O’Kane, who died three
years ago, figures in the show. “I found it really cathartic to talk about him. There’s a
freeing in it. I’m not saying anything that
possibly he might not have enjoyed, but I
wouldn’t have had the freedom to talk
about him in the way that I do.”
She grew up in Drogheda, Co Louth,
though “nobody really is of the town. My father was born in London, reared in Drogheda. His mother was English. My mother’s a
Derry girl who came to Drogheda when she
married my father. So they were outsiders,
outliers.
“My father would have been middleupper class, well-to-do, and my mother
would have been working-middle. Her
upbringing was in a very loud, full house in
Derry, where the world congregated. Very,
very vibrant.”
Her father’s family was “sent to boarding
school aged seven or eight. All the
repercussions of that”.
In the style of her insightful and entertaining RTÉ talk show, Deirdre O’Kane Talks

Funny, a series of interviews in 2020 with
fellow performers, we wonder, where did
the funny come from? “I certainly was not
funny as a child. Except I was known for doing impressions of teachers. I was always
caught.”
As an actor she’s often cast as funny, “not
that I was seeking that. I was seeking drama
and high art,” she says mock exasperatedly.
“I was raised with funny. My mother is
innately funny. She has wonderful phraseology, she loves language, she’s a brilliant storyteller. And I think my parents were so different from each other, that I came from
these jarring cultures, almost. It made for a
very interesting upbringing. My grandmother was full of notions. Great snobs.
‘Did you not tell them who you were?’, was a
great one.” The family was “very bright,
opinionated. Loud! Very good craic. It was
an open house.” Her grandfather was “a
phenomenal storyteller. The storyteller is
in the genes”.
Her mother, Lilian McLaughlin, must
have passed that powerful self-confidence
on, “because what part of you would get up
on stage, unless some bit of you believed
you’d a right to be there?”.
Deirdre, one of five, also boarded (“as I
say, I was deeply bored”; boom boom), at Loreto Rathfarnham in Dublin from the age of
12. “We went to Mass every morning before

‘‘

‘That really was a life-changing weekend. I had an access-allareas laminate. I’d never really seen much live stand-up. In
Kilkenny everything changed. I feasted on it. And I was
just blown away. I could not believe this art form’
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breakfast,” she marvels. “And I’m only 53!
It’s like another world. My resounding
memory is the rumbling stomachs.”
Drama was her thing at school, and she
became an actor. Prophetically, one of her
first jobs was as Miss Funny, “narrating a
dark story” in Vincent Woods’s Black Pig’s
Dyke, with Druid. “A phenomenal play. We
toured the world with it.”
She was an actor for 10 years before falling into comedy; “It was very accidental and
unintentional.” Her husband, film-maker
and writer Stephen Bradley, was making a
documentary about Kilkenny’s Cat Laughs
festival in 1996, and brought her as gofer.
“That really was a life-changing
weekend.” She talks about it as a mix of revelation and comedy masterclass. “I had an access-all-areas laminate. I’d never really
seen much live stand-up. In Kilkenny
everything changed. I feasted on it. And I
was just blown away. I could not believe this
art form.
“What really appealed to me was the
rock’n’roll of it, that the audience can voice
their dissent if they’re not happy. There’s
no sitting in your seat, none of the etiquette
I was used to that goes with being a theatre
actress. [In the theatre] you behave very
well. If you don’t like the show, you can
leave at the interval, but you certainly can’t
shout out your opinion. It’s the last art
form, isn’t it, that goes back, that’s almost
Shakespearean? It’s a free for all.”
In Kilkenny, she saw Anthony Clark, an
American comedian, every day. “I loved his
set; it really made me laugh. When I saw
him the second time, repeat that set, and
not change a word, honestly, was the first
time I realised this wasn’t a stream-ofconsciousness, this was a written piece.

■ Deirdre O’Kane: ‘What really appealed
to me was the rock’n’roll of [comedy],
that the audience can voice their
dissent if they’re not happy.’
PHOTOGRAPH:DARA MAC DONAILL
STYLING: DANNY THOMAS
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Because the delivery is so effortless, like
you’re talking to an audience for the first
time. People forget how written it is.”
After the third time, “the penny dropped.
I thought, you’re just an actor. That’s what I
do. Except that you’ve written it. You’re delivering a piece of writing. And I thought: I
could do that. I’m sure I could do that. I’m already doing that. I just haven’t written the
piece.” She laughs. “That was my innocence.”
Out of about 40 comics in Kilkenny that
year, four were women, and “I noticed it,
not in the way we all would now. But I was
looking out for them, I just wanted to see a
woman.”
There are plenty of women comics now.
“I don’t see any difference in gender when it
comes to comedy; it’s really very black and
white. You are funny, or you are not funny.
It’s a real democracy because the audience
decides. That’s why this whole business of
cancelling people is irrelevant. The audience will cancel a person and nobody out
there needs to have an opinion. They don’t
like you in the room, and you’re dead on
that stage.”
Of British comedian Jimmy Carr, getting
flak for a Holocaust-gypsy joke, she
observes: “There’s a lot of people who need
to be cancelled right now. I’d be putting
Putin on top of that list. And Assad. Jimmy
Carr is not on that list. The people will
decide, with their pocket.”
Of US comedian Louis CK’s sexual misconduct, she says: “I’m fully expecting to
see Louis CK back on stage. He’s been
called out for his behaviour. I don’t think
he’s a monster. I’m sure he’s full of regret.
He’s still among the best comedians in the
world.
“Louis CK is not Harvey Weinstein.
That’s a man to be cancelled. Louis CK isn’t
a man to be cancelled. I’m not saying the
behaviour is okay, but they weren’t
threatened in the corner like a Weinstein
victim.”
(The New York Times reported in 2017
that five women described situations in
which Louis CK either asked them to watch
him masturbate or forced them to do so; he
said the encounters were consensual, but
conceded later he had abused his power.)
“Thatthings are now called out is good because it will make other men question their
own behaviour. They will go, ‘actually I
can’t behave like that because I’m going to
be called out publicly’.
“What I’m very for is making men think
about their behaviour, and think about
who’s in the room. For the best part of 20
years I was always the only woman in the
room. The sort of stuff that went on didn’t affect me, because it was how society was. It
was the norm, so you had to find a way to
roll with the norm, because you weren’t
going to change it.
“But now it has been changed. That is a
good thing for everybody. It’s good for men,
and it’s good for women. I was always the

■ On the set of Deirdre O’Kane Talks Funny, her RTÉ Saturday night talk show. ‘When you’re presenting, you’re just you. It’s your
job to get the best out of your guest.’ PHOTOGRAPH: ANDRES POVEDA

only woman on the bill. That’s changed.
And they’re slaying it, really slaying it. To
see Joanne [McNally], and Aisling Bea,
thrills me.”
Back then, “I became one of the lads.
That was my survival mechanism. You can’t
be different in a green room full of comics.
But I loved them too; it wasn’t like it was a
hardship. But certainly there would have
been a load said that I would now call out.
Oh, really? Think that’s hilarious do ya?
Yadda ya.
“But I was younger. I don’t think we were
all very aware. The cluelessness. I don’t
think the young wans are as clueless as we
were.”
After O’Kane’s eureka at Cat Laughs, “I
started writing jokes in the car on the way
home. And the really mad thing was, I
played Kilkenny the following year. That’s
how fast. It was too quick, really, but I got
away with it.”
Her comedy career blossomed, but after
another decade she paused. She and Bradley moved to London. Their children Holly
and Daniel were small, and she did other
things: theatre, TV comedies, Moone Boy
and Bittersweet. And she and Bradley made
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‘‘

That things are now called
out is good because it will
make other men question
their own behaviour. They
will go, ‘actually I can’t
behave like that’

Noble, a feature film where she played children’s rights campaigner Christina Noble.
“I have regrets about it. I lost a lot by stepping away” from comedy, missing out on
building her audience, but “I wanted to be
an actress again. To be fair, Noble was consuming me. It took us five years to make. It
was in our house every day because Steve
was writing and raising money. And then
whatever acting jobs I was doing, and I had
two little ones. So I had enough on my
plate.”
Later, she roars laughing about how “I’ve
always wanted it all! I used to rally against
people who said you can’t have it all: be a
mother, have a career. I used to be very vociferous. You can, you can, you can. Then of
course I had to give up the stand-up at a certain point because it was all just too much. I
still believe, of course you can do everything, to your own limits, if you’re lucky
enough.”
She avoided social media while Talks
Funny was broadcast on RTÉ. “I saw the
odd comment by accident. But if you
allowed yourself to go there, how would you
get out of bed in the morning? I think the majority were very positive but the one dissenting voice is the one you remember. The positives don’t stick, that’s the tragedy.”
Her new year’s resolution was to put “a
30-minute timer” on Instagram and Twitter. “Because every criticism damages. This
culture of comparing yourself ... I have
learned that lowering expectations is the
route to happiness. Just be bloody happy
with what you have.”
Also, she says, “there’s a kudos in having
sustained it for this long. I believe in giving
myself that”.

In London the family lived in Chiswick:
“Very fancy. I have notions. I always like to
live in a nice place, that’s why I live in Dún
Laoghaire!”
Eventually, she was dismayed that her
daughter was “the only child in her school
that wasn’t being tutored for the 11-plus [an
exam to get into grammar school]. I didn’t
like the system.” Her father was also very ill
at the time. “I thought, what in the name of
all that’s holy are we doing here?”
Three weeks after coming home to Dublin in April 2016 came a horror. Bradley was
diagnosed with advanced cancer.
While her husband was seriously ill for 18
months, O’Kane was working, telling jokes
to put dinner on the table. “It was challenging. But it was also a gift to me. I had no
choice but to park it for those few hours I
had to go into showtime space.”
The work, she says, kept her “sane”. “I
had to do it. Financially we needed it, but I
wanted to do it. There was great pride in
doing it. It gave me more than it took from
me. Like, bloody hell if I can do that, what
else can I do? You don’t know what reserves
of resilience you have until they’re challenged.”
Bradley came through that period of
life-threatening illness. One particular
night stays with her.
“You have moments in your life that
define you, and this was one. He was very
ill. He’d just had a huge surgery. I went into
Vincent’s [hospital] on my way into Vicar
Street. He looked like he’d been pulled
from a car. I said to the nurse looking after
him in ICU, I have to go. I have to go on
stage now and do my thing. Do I need to be
worried about him? Could he die, is

■ Left: Deirdre O’Kane and her husband, film-maker and writer Stephen Bradley. Right: With humanitarian Christina Noble – it

took five years to make the movie, Noble, where O’Kane played Noble. PHOTOGRAPH: BRIAN MCEVOY & AIDAN CRAWLEY

basically what I was asking.
“And this nurse, he just said, I’m doing
my job. I’m brilliant at it. Nothing will happen him on my watch. I’ve got this. Now you
go and do your job. I was so emotional. But
it was a gift to me. He was doing his bloody
job, brilliantly. So me doing my job brilliantly in rough circumstances... Everybody’s doing their bloody job in rough circumstances. You don’t know what people are going
through, and yet they’re turning up to
work.
“And honestly, I just relaxed. And I was
able to get in the car and breathe and drive
myself in and do that show. I didn’t tell

anybody around me. You have to compartmentalise.”
Shortly afterwards O’Kane co-founded
the Comic Relief charity fundraiser, broadcast on RTÉ. “Stephen might have been a little bit annoyed with me that I was again taking on something, but I just felt very
empowered.
“I’ve gone on stage many times after
awful news. I remember going on minutes
after Steve rang me to tell me his sister was
terminal with breast cancer. Comics do
that all the time, so do actors and singers.
It’s where the phrase comes from, the show
must go on. And I get a lot of gratification

for what I do, a lot of people telling me
you’re great.”
Acting, comedy, presenting; all involve
juggling different versions of self. Stand-up
leaves no place to hide. “Even acting you’re
always drawing on your own experiences.”
But TV presenting is pretty exposing too,
she says. “Nearly more so. I found that
doing Talks Funny. Being a stand-up you’re
the funny version of you. When you’re presenting, you’re just you. It’s your job to get
the best out of your guest.”
She looked comfortable in that chair and
says she’d like to do it again, with an
audience. “I love success. I revel in other

people’s success. I love beefing [the guests]
up. We’re not great in Ireland at acknowledging talent.”
She bemoans the lack of State
recognition or honours in Ireland. “The
things people have done, the lives they’ve
led. Christina Noble. Debbie Deegan, Peter
McVerry, the people I really regard. And
Freedom of the City, don’t start me: five
women and 90 men. They haven’t thought
of giving it to Christina, who’s a Dubliner.
She’s only saved about a million people in
her life.”
Among her bow’s many strings, “at the
moment stand-up is my love. When I was engrossed making Noble, that was my life.
Comic Relief is very, very high on my
priority list. But the truth is, I like doing it
all, because you actually need to do it all, as
a comic.”
It all feeds the comedy. “If I didn’t do
Dancing with the Stars; I got an hour out of
it. If I didn’t go to Gaza with Trócaire. If I
didn’t do these things, what are you talking
about? I need those new experiences. I love
actors. I miss them. So I’m always looking
for a project. And when I do all that and I go
away from comics, I want their company
again.”
■ Dementedtourdatesareon
deirdreokane.net
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‘UNLESSPRESSED
TOBYHUNGER’

After a year-long redevelopment,
Strokestown Park reopens this summer,
with a contemporary museum exploring
the world of the famine from several angles
and the voices of those who lived through it
passage to emigrate. And so in 1847, at the
height of the Famine, 1,490 people from
the Mahon estate walked 165km from
Strokestown along the Royal Canal to
Custom House Quay in Dublin, to board
what became coffin ships. The walk was
arduous, and the sea crossing deathly.
The mortality rate on the Virginius, one of
the ships carrying Mahon tenants, was
56 per cent.
Marking that Famine walk,
Strokestown is now the starting point
of the National Famine Way, an
interactive self-guided historic trail with a
“passport-guide”, map and app following
their footsteps, the route now punctuated
by evocative sculptures: more than 30
bronze pairs of 19th-century children’s
shoes.
When news of the horror reached
Strokestown, a Rev MacDermott had
strong words from the pulpit: that the
landlord was worse than Cromwell “and
yet he lives”. Mahon was assassinated on
his return one night to Strokestown
House. There followed national attention,
and a hunt for the perpetrators. Of four
believed responsible, two were executed,
one had his sentence reduced to
imprisonment and one escaped. After the
assassination Mahon’s son-in-law carried
out evictions and land clearances with
even more vigour.

Deirdre Falvey

‘A

nd what must we do.
Our families really and
truly suffering in our
[presence] and we cannot
much longer withstand
their cries for food. We have no food for
them, our potatoes are rotten and we have
no grain.”
These are the direct voices of men
whose families are starving, pleading for
work. It’s part of the Clonahee petition,
one item in the unique and extensive
archives of Strokestown Park, Co Roscommon, now the National Famine Museum,
which tells the story of the Great Hunger
through those voices, found in artefacts
and documents hoarded over centuries in
boxes in the almost untouched big house.
There’s an edge of slight threat in the
desperate petition: “We fear that the
peace of the country will be much
disturbed if relief be not immediately
more extensively afforded to the suffering
peasantry. We are not for joining in any
thing illegal or contrary to the laws of
God or the land unless pressed to by
HUNGER.”
At the end of Stokestown’s gracious
main street — the second widest street in
Ireland, they say — are a set of fine gates.
Up the avenue is the grand house, a time
capsule in north Roscommon. It exposes
the layers of the social structure of the
time — landlord class, middlemen, cottiers
with some leasehold rights, conacre
tenants with none — which exacerbated
the effects when the potato crop failed.
The National Famine Museum reopens
in early July after almost a year of
extensive redevelopment and restoration
costing ¤5 million, funded by the Irish
Heritage Trust which now manages it,
and Jim Callery’s Westward Group, which
owns it. It was the location for this year’s
National Famine Commemoration on
May 15th.
They are nearing project completion
when I visit. Artefacts in the 300-year-old
house have been carefully set aside to
allow for essential conservation work,
chiefly refurbishing the original windows

Inheritedaproblem
The Famine story of Strokestown involved
choices, Fagan points out. Mahon
inherited a problem, an estate in debt, but
he chose to reduce the drain on his
resources with the emigration scheme.
He could perhaps have sold land. Or he
could have sent the tenants from Sligo
instead of Dublin, with a far better life
expectancy on a ship with a better
reputation. But the Sligo tickets were
more expensive. It was also a “choice” for
the tenants, but that was between
emigration and starvation.
It also raises what-ifs: If they had gone
from Sligo, without the huge death toll,
“would Mahon instead have been
regarded as a genteel landlord who had
done his best by his tenants by paying their
passage?”
Fagan talks about striving for a tone of
balance in the museum, telling the story
from several angles, “so that when you
come out of the museum you are
challenged, with events and documents
from one side and then the other. It’s
not dictating how you feel at the end”.
While there are elements of conflicting
narrative, with a weighing of truths and
perspectives, Fagan concedes visitors will

‘‘

Visitors can
engage with the
landlord’s perspective,
his power, dilemmas
and controversial
assassination, while
also discovering the
tenant’s experience
and installing a heating system to protect
the delicate contents. Work is well along
on the extended cafe, and across the
cobbled yard from the museum, the
former stables with a stunning vaulted
roof and storage rooms for years, are
shaping up into an elegant space for
functions and performances.
The museum has had a major
makeover curated by Dr Emma O’Toole,
Irish Heritage Trust collections and
interpretation manager, and a large team
including Strokestown’s general manager
John O’Driscoll and archivist Martin
Fagan, historical adviser Jason King, an
international advisory committee of
Famine experts, and project managers.
There were 20 signatories to the
Clonahee petition: William Flanagan,
John Flanagan, Patt McEvoy, Pat
Caulfield, Thomas Burne ... It’s like an
incantation. We’re listening to the local
voice reading the petition, in the dimmed
museum, as the actual pages of the
August 22nd, 1846 document, expressing
the desperation of the starving with a
subtext of anger, are suspended at eye
level in a glass case.
The revamped museum uses modern
exhibition techniques — projections,
soundscapes, voiceover — to tell the
broader story of the culture and day-to-day
Irish life before, during and after the
Famine, through the dramatic stories of
this estate and its cruel particulars. It does
so from different perspectives, including
the landlord class. (There’s even a recipe
for lobster soup.)
Of national and international

‘‘

When you come
out of the museum
you are challenged, with
events and documents
from one side and
then the other. It’s
not dictating how
you feel at the end

■ Clockwise from

top: the National
Famine Museum,
at Strokestown
Park, Co
Roscommon is
reopening next
month; John
O’Driscoll, general
manager and
former curator of
the museum; a
ceiling feature on
site; the kitchen at
Strokestown Park;
bound letters in the
archive; archivist
Martin Fagan
holding a pistol.
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importance, the Strokestown archive is
the largest collection of material relating
to the Great Famine and a complete
record of 300 years of economic,
social and estate history.
When he bought Strokestown House
from Olive Pakenham Mahon in 1979
(needing space for expanding his
Westward Group truck business),
businessman Jim Callery — a native of
Cloonahee townland — discovered a room
full of boxes of papers. Realising their
significance, he resolved to preserve the
archive, a decision which led ultimately to
establishing the Famine museum under
the directorship of Luke Dodd.
‘Delightfullydilapidated’
Unusually, the house still had all its
contents, spanning centuries of family
life. It was in a state O’Driscoll describes as
“delightfully dilapidated”; he mentions
the good fortune that the Pakenham
Mahon family were hoarders, and that
“Jim [Callery] minds things”.
A British military man Nicholas Mahon
was granted a large amount of land in

Strokestown in 1653, where a house was
built from 1696 on. The estate thrived and
the house grew grandly over several
generations, but by 1845 it was heavily
indebted when it was inherited, on the
brink of Famine, by a cousin, Major Denis
Mahon.
Visitors to Strokestown Park now get a
three-pronged window into the lives of
generations who lived and worked there
over three centuries: Palladian House, the
historic walled gardens and the Famine
museum. The big house includes a
playroom with vintage toys, the original
kitchen, a gracious library with faint
chalk-marks, from when Pakenham
Mahon children shoved furniture to the
side and rolled back the rug to mark a
badminton court. Six acres of walled
gardens include a restored croquet lawn,
summer house, international specimens
and woodland.
Though it’s emblematic of the greater
story of the Irish Famine, there’s quite the
narrative in this estate’s particular story.
The museum starts in the stables,
with horses
neighing
in
the

background, and moves into a stylised
dining room as would the gentry, arriving
for a feast. A shadow-figure paces in
the background, symbolising an estate
already financially on the back foot —
£30,000 in debt, ¤5 million in today’s
money — even as it maintains a facade of
wealth and political connections.
Lobstersouprecipe
The museum’s multiplicity of viewpoints
starts here: on the one hand bills for six
dozen pints claret, and four dozen pints of
champagne and that lobster soup recipe,
“got from a gentleman who brought it
from Germany ... I think it was the best
soup I ever saw”; on the other a list of
people “As many of those as are living are
to have a piece of meat” for Christmas in
1842.
It leads us through the social structure,
the houses and lives and concerns of each
level, through the Great Hunger, eviction
and migration. The documents are the
foundation, “offering invaluable insights
into the parallel lives of the tenants,
cottiers, middlemen and landlords who

experienced the Great Irish Famine,”
says curator O’Toole, so that the museum
“encourages visitors to explore the
Famine from the different perspectives of
Ireland’s social classes. Visitors can
engage with the landlord’s perspective, his
power, dilemmas and controversial
assassination, while also discovering the
tenant’s experience of hunger, eviction
and exile through voluntary and assisted
migration.”
The Clonahee is not the only one; six
petitions are seen here, fleshing out the
concerns of cottiers, counterpointed by a
census of Major Denis Mahon’s estate in
March 1847, noting the names of town
lands, parish, number of families and
individuals. Worlds coexist. Across from it
is a tiny, delicate letter, possibly from a
Miss Conry, to young Grace Catherine
Mahon in 1846, writing of sea air, reading
novels and plans for balls.
With the estate in debt, the potato crop
failing, and tenants unable to pay rent,
Denis Mahon instigated a plan,
masterminded by his land agent John Ross
Mahon, to clear his land by paying tenants’

probably side with the tenants.
The duality and complexity is
everywhere. “He inherited a massive
problem,” says O’Driscoll. “The estate was
broke. There was no likelihood of rent
coming in [because the potatoes had
failed]. But the estate was rich in produce,
with venison, a 6.5 acre walled garden.”
Fagan observes “the big losers in the
Famine were the Irish-speaking conacre
tenants, living on marginal lands, on
potatoes, practising an older, more folky,
less clerical Catholicism. They carried the
culture and the language, and they were
wiped out. On the other side there’s the
slow decline of the landlord class,
beginning post-Famine. Within 50 years
their position as the dominant political
economic group in Ireland has ended. An
emerging Catholic middle class inherits
Ireland. The two extremes, the wealthy
and the poor, were wiped out by the
Famine.”
Leaving Strokestown, there’s a small
poster on the gate for a folk musical,
produced by Enchanted Croi (June
24th–26th in Strokestown Park’s vaulted
stables). In the Midst of Plenty is the
musical; the phrase echoes what
Strokestown is all about: the nuance, the
complex social structure, laying out
different truths and the progression of
events through the Famine, our soul’s
greatest sore.
Strokestown Park, the National Famine
Museum, reopens to visitors from early
July. Pre-booking on Strokestownpark.ie
from June 20th

